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INTRGDUGTIGN

The first Van de Grasff accelerstor was built ln
1931. The advent of the atomic age has accelerated the
development and use of such installatlons, which are
used chiefly for the production of monoenergetic nuclear
partlcles, The value of such acceleratcrs as basic re-
search tools is well recognised,

Some of the uses of such machines are for the in-
vestigation cf the nuclear structure of matter, studies
of the behavior of material upon exposure to radlatlon,
and as sources of highly penotratlng X-rays,

Briofly, the aceelerator conslsts of a high vol-
tage eleetrodo lnsulated from ground, a source of
charged particles, a charge spraylng system with rovolv-
ing belt, and an acceleratlng tube through which the
particles are accelerated to ground. Associated equip-
ment includes a voltage control and stabillzatlon system,
an analyzlng magnet, and a vscuum system, High voltage
ls applied to a pollshed electrode by spraylng charge cn
an endlose belt, Ions from a source within the electrode
are aeeelerated through an evacuated tube to strike a
arget at ground potential,

The design of this machine has changed greatly since
its inceptlon, Size has been greatly reduced and the
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energy increased. Perhaps the greatest change has been

in the source of cherged particles. Early high voltege

machines used ion sources of the filament type. However,
the r·f type has replaced these in positive ion acce1er·
ators. The development of the r-! ion source provided a
source which was comparahle to other types in size and

power consumption and superior in other respeots. Its

efficient operation permitted further changes in the de·

sign of ven de Graaff machines.

Operation cf the source is as followsz hydrogen is
admitted tc a partially evacusted Pyrex vessel; r·f

power ie applied to remove the electrcns from the hydro—

gen atom; a megnetic field is supplied to increase the

ionizing path of electrcnsg up to 6 kv is applied tc the

source to extract the protons.

For use with an acceleratcr an ion source should

exhibitlz

1. Stability and long life.
2. Large heem current.

3. Low gas coneumption.

A. A high proton percentage.
5. Simplioity of construction.

6. Low power coneumption.

7. Compactness.

The basic design of the Moak(6) type r—f ion source
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fulfllle the above requirements. The ion eouroe of the
two million volt eleetroetatic aoceleretor at Virginia
Polyteohnie Inetitute ie of the äggk type.
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE

There are four classes or types of ion sources.
These are the h1gh·vo1tge canal·ray Ion source, the 1ow~

voltage cap111ary·arc ion source, the ion source with
oscilleting electrons and nagnstic focusing, and the
high•frequency ion source. The most recent type to be
developed is the h1gh•frequency or r·f ion source. It is
used on most kevatron and Van de Graaff machines today.

The discovery and early development of the r—f ion

source was made in England. The first account of an r—f

ion source was published in the British periodical

ßgpggg by Thenemanl in 1946. The ion source described

would produce a beam current of 10 ma at a gas pressure

of 10°3 m of mercury and 10 kv extrectlcn voltage. The

power consumed was 200 watts.

The following year Rutherglen and 0o1e2 published

an account 1n.ßg§g;g cf an improved r·f ion source which

produced a beam current of 0.4 ma at s pressure of 15

mlcrons and an extraction voltage of 2.8 kv. They also

analyzed the beam of partlcles for composltlon. Of the

total focused beam or 0.4 ma, the proton current was

.24 ma, the diatomlc current was .11 a, the trlatomic
current was .012 ma, and the heavy ion current was

.04 ma. This beam was 60 ercent proton in composition.
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Various r—f ion sources are described by references
1) thru 7), Feremost among these is the one described

by Mbäkg Resa, and Gcodö, It is typical of the ion
sources in use today and has come to be known as te
”Moak ion source", The oak ion source is capable cf prc•

ducing 1,25 ma of positive ions, over 90 prcent ot which
may be protons, The power conaumed is approxlmately 30
wette, The pressure in the discharge vessel is in the
micron range,

) J ·

A comparstive survey or ion guns was given by Hoyaux
and Dujsrdinß in the July 1951 issue cf ägglggpigg,
Operating requirements und oapabillties are disoussed,
A suary of r—f ion sources developed up to the time ot
publication is given by wardg in 1950, Hallß has also
given a sumary of ion sources in a paper in which he
describes an r•f ion source,

As early es 1920 woodlo shewed that if a hydregen
discharge is established in a leng clean Pyrex tube with
eleotrcdes at each end, the middle of the tube exhibits
a nearly pure Balmsr spestrum while the ends of the tube
display principally the molecular sectrum of hydrcgen,
The exporiaents of J, J, Thompson and G, P, Thcmpsonll

in 1928 demonstrated that a hydregen dißcharge set up in

an electrodeless vesssl sxbibite an almost pure Balmer
spectrum,
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Since the mean free path of the lens in the dischargo
is greater than the dimsnelcns of the discharge vessel
for the pressures commonly used, the volume recostisstiea

effects are negligiblo when compared to the surface re·
combination effects, In 19eB Smithlä determined the
recomhination ooefficients of various materials, some of
which are es followas Pyrex, 2 x 10*5; quarts, 7 x 10*Ä;

A1Q·Ü3g Oe 53•

The dependence of the dischargo upon frequency of
excitation, vessel site, magnetic field, gas pressure,
and probe voltage has been insostigated, It was first
shown by Gill and von Engellß that larger vessels require

lower frequencies in order to sustain the discharge,
This result ws verified when Koch and Neuertlk demon-
strated that the discharge will have an r—f impedance
which is capacitive, resistive, or inductive depending
upon the strength of the magnetic field, frequency of ex·
citation, and vessel dimensions, In this survey of r»f
ion sources sarog points cut that the probe voltage has
little effect upon the monehinetic property of the fecus—

ed ion beam,

The r»f isn course is by no means fully developed,
Even though the hess design is representatlve of the ion
sources in use today, it is ccnstantly being modified and

adapted to the particular machine for which it is te be
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used, Allison and horbeoh7 hve published a description

of an r—f ion source which was developed from the Moah

design, This ion source was developed for use with a

kevatron, It has provision for ieolation from the acoel~

ereting tube, This allows the source to be dismantled

and oleaned without lcsing the vacuum in the acoelerating

tube. There are other internal modificatione to the

structure,
An r·f ion source has been described by Alla and

Srmalß in which the height of the siliea sleeve above

the tip of the cathode may be varied, Thun, the plasma

may be focused over the exit oanal for optimum

performance,

arameters affecting the resonanoes of te r~f

oscilatcr were studied by Koch and Nuertlä, The ion
current of an r·f ich source has been studied as a funo·

tion of r-f power, frequency, gas pressure, and eatrae—

tion voltage by Euank, Peck, and Truelllö, They found

that these parsmeters were related by n additional one,

plasma density, The r—f ion source used for this 1nves·

tigation yielded up to 15 ma cf hydrogen current oonsist—

ing of du te 90 percent protons•

A general discussion ef the problems found in ion

sources is given in "The Production of Intenee len Beaen’

by P. C, Thoneanl7,
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DESIGN

A. Basic Design
The design of the ion source for the Virginia Poly-

teohnic Institute electrostatic generator is essentislly

that of the Monk ion source. That is, the vessel for

containing the disoharge is of Pyrex with a minimum of

metallic surface exposed, it utilisss oapecitive coupling

of the r-f power tc the ion bottle at 100 megsoycles, and

there is provision for a magnetio field of spproximetely

four hnndrod gauss.

The work of woodlo, the Thompsonsll, and Smithlg

was responsible for the selection of a long Pyrex bottle

for the discharge vessel. The ion bottle used has

exactly the same shape and size es the Monk design. The

orientation of the silics sleeve and nluinum cathode

with respect to the ion bottle resin unohanged.
The probe power supply, oscillator power supply, and

oscillator are essentinlly the same as those of the Monk

design. Direct current for the magnet coll is supplied

by a selenium reotifier.
The flow of hydrogen to the ion bottle is controlled

by a pnlladium lcak.

Probe voltage and hydrogen fow to the ion bottle

are controlled by variac settings. The foousing rheostat
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and variecs are pcsitioned by lucite rods which are drives
by selsyn motors mounted at the bottom of the eceelerator.
Some detail of the arrangement of these parts in the come

pleted ion source my be seen in Fig. 1.
Power for all components is supplied by a five hnn~

dred watt alternator which is located within the upper
pulley supporting the changing belt.

The design of the focusing rhecstat was governed by
two bsio conslderaticns, the space available and the size
of the resistcrs to be used. The arrangement of the
resistors around a circle is shown in Fig. 21. Forty-one
30 megohm S.S. White resistors in series are used to very
the voltage on the focusing eleotrode with respect to the
icn source. This voltage difference ls of the order of
7U kv.

Almost the whole focueing depends upon the first
electrodeß. The foeusing electrode is mounted on the
second aluminnm eleotrode of th aoceleratcr tue. The
focusing electrode extends through the first electrde.

B. modification

The major change that was made in the mech design

is the division of the ion source base inte three arts.
Part II was made so that the ion source could be removed
from the accelerator tube. Part III was made a separate
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_ part for esse in fabricatlon and renewal. Pitting of the
expoeed part of the electrode takes place with erosion in

the canal. This prt must be renewed after approximately

300 hours of operation.
Because of the change in the geometry of the base,

The hydrogen entry csnal had to be reoriented. Two holes
were drilled obliquely from the tcp surface to meet within

Part I.

The diameter of the exit canal for the discharge
was reduced from l/16 inch in the Monk design to .02

inches. After thirty hours of operation the ion source

failed to operate properly because of s clogged exit

oanel. Particles of sputtered aluminum and others of

undetermined origin filled the canal tightly. The diameter
of the exit oanal was lncreased to .0& inches for satis-
factory operation. r

The reductlon in the camel diameter causes the beam

current to be greatly reduced because the heam current

varies roughly as the square of the oanal diameterö. This

reduotion in heam current is partiallyfcompensated for hy

inoreasing the magnetic field to abut 400 gauss. The
advantages of the smaller camel size are that the pressure

rise in the acoelerator tube is limited and less hydrogen

is used, thereby lncreasing operating time. Even with the

reduoed been, the accelerstor performance will not be
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limited by the ion source.
Operation of ion sources er the Moak type has indi-

cated that it le not neceaeery to provide e eteel disc
around the ion bottle for defocuesing secondary eleotrone.
A Pyrex projeetion built into the ion bottle etops the
eeeoudary electrona and eerves tc ehield the tungeten
ennode also.
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GGNSTRUCTION

In the construction of all parts care was taken to

avoid leaving sharp odges and rough surfacos. This was

psrticularly true cf all curfsces exposed tc s large

potential gradient auch as the high potential electrode,

bottom surface of the lower platform, acoelerstor tube

electrodes, and ccrona ring assombly. Surfaoes auch es

the Texolite colunns and charging belt were also given

special care to avold handling with bare hands.

host conventlonal olectrostatic generators are built

with the accelorator tube vertical. Lhmited space re-

quired that the Virginia Polyteohnic Institute electro-

static generator be built horieontally. The aocelerator

proper ls mounted on a vortioal steel plate which is in

turn Tastened to a pressure tank end mounted upon a stand

of construction steel. An inert atmosphere of nltrogen

and carbon dloxide is contained in„a tank which is rolled

up to the fixed tank end to enclose the electrostatic

generatr. Three Texolite tubes, three inches in outside

dienotor, are ncunted hcrisontally from the steel bottom

plate. They are held in position by collars and looking

devices similar to those shown in Fig. 2. Two aluminum

plates are fastened to the ends of the horizontal Texollts

columns. hetalls of the seouring collars and looking
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rings may be seen in Fig, 2. host of the ion source com—
ponents are mounten to these two aluminum plates. The

remaincer of the components are mounted cn the accelerator
tube which ls bolted to the tank end. A spun alumlnum

hooc serves ae the high potential clectrode. It covers

the ion source entircly and ls secured to the lnnermost of

the two aluminnm base platos. Gontrol of the ion source

ls accompclishec through the rotation of four Lucite rods

which eatena from the steel plate to the alumlnum support-
ing plates. Some detail of the general arrangement may he
seen in Fig. 5.

The inner aluminnm supporting plate ls 2e lnches in
diameter and é inch thick. It was fabricated by Spincraft
Incorporated of hilwaukee, hisconsin. The cutline of the
openings cut into this plate ie shown in Fig. 4. The

upper plate is 22 inchcs in diameter and i inch thick.
It has a circular opening 6 L/8 lnches in diameter to

allow room for the ion bottle and r—f coupling leads. The

two aluminum hase platss or platforms are separates by a
distance of six inches„

The aluminum hood which forms the high potential
slectroce was also made by Spincrsft Incorpoated of

hilwaukes, hisconsln. The hood ls a hcllow, hemisphero of
aluminum welded to a section of alumlnnm sheet which has

been formen into a right circular cylincer. A cross
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sectional view of the assembled piece is shown in Fig. 5.

The hood was made of llO0—Aluminum and has a high lustro

tinish to reduce slsctrostatic leakage. There are three

luga measuring l x §/A x I/A inohes welded to the inside

of the hood. They are equally spaced about the inside
oiroumferenoe at s distance of 1/8 inohes from the bottom.

Three seouring holte pass through the inner plate

and sorew into the luga welded to the inside of the high

potential eloctrode.
The ion source oonsists of a Pyrex disoharge vessel

and three aluminum base parts. Tha Pyrx ion bottle is

the same as that ot the hoak designö. It eas purchased

from Radiation Counter Laboratory of Skokie, Illinois.

Part I supports the ion bottle and a magnotic ooil.

Dimensions sro shown in Fig. 6. Its position relative to

parts II and III is shown in Fig. IG. That portion which

tits into the aooelerating tube was given s high polish.

The hydrogen entry oanal is shown in Fig. 7 as a dotted

line. It was made by using a brass drilling Jig which

had been milled to fit the contour of the prt. Guide

holes in the drilling block were drilled before the block

was cut to fit the base part.
Part II was bonded to a porcelain ring of the

acoelerator tube with Vinyl·Seal during fabrieation ot

the aooelerator tube. Again, all exposed surtaoes were
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highly polished. The "O" ring groove shown in Fig. 8
provides a tight seal between parts I and II.

Part III forms the exit canal for the ichs. It also
eervee ss the cathode. Figure 9 shows the shape of this
part. The csnal diensten es 0.0e insbes, which corre~
sponds to a $60 drill. when the ion source is assembled,
the silica sleeve extends beyond the cathode by 5/32
inchee. hefore final sssembly Part III was polished and
washed with acetone.

The silica sleevo is subjeoted to extremely high
temperatures. For this season only those sections of a

given tube are chosen which are completely free of flaws
and uniform in cross section. The length of this prt is

critical since it focusee the plasma over the exit eanal.
The ends cf a section of tube were ground perpendiculer

to the length, with a total length of j/s inches. The
grlnding was done with carborundun and water on s copper

plate feetened to a potter’s wheel. The segment of

quarts tuning was held in a hrass blcch during grinding.
Perpendioularity was insured by drilling an axlal hole
for the tube and then cutting the grinding surface in a
lathe. After grinding the sleeve was lightly fire
polished to cover traces of the carborundum•

A twenty·five percent normal solution of hydro-
flourlc acid was used to clean the ion bottle and silica
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sleeve before securing to the aluninum base, wetsllic
ions in the ion bottle cause protons to reoombine with
electrons to form molecular hydrogen. A thorough c1een—

· ing is therefore essential for s high yield, After
weshing with the acid solution the bottle wes rinsed with
distilled water,

The finsl sssembly of the ion source parts is shown

in Fig,10, Viny1·Ses1 was used to glue part AIÄ end the
ich bottle to port I, A good seal between ion bottle and
ion source bse was obtained by rspested epplicstions of
vinyl·Seal and baking in s furnaoe at s tempereture of
180 degress Centirede for one hour, Part I is seoured

to part Il by screws,

The following items are mounted to the cuter sluminum
plate: selenium rectifier and trsnsformer, pslladiun
lese, probe power supply, oscillatcr power supply, oscil-
later, vsriscs, und fuss strip. In the spsoe between the

two plstes are located the hydrogen bottle, ion bottle

and segnet, upper pulley, needles for removing charge from

belt, and the focusing rheostat,
within the upper pulley is a selfßconteined 500 wett

perssnene»msgnet alternator which is the power supply for

the ion source, The slternstor runs at a speed of BAAO rpm

end produoes power at 110 volts • 180 cycles, The unit was

purohased from High Voltage Engineering Gonpeny of
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Key to Figure 10

A „„„ Pers II, ion source bose

E „„„ sort I, ion source bose

C ••• Port III, ion source bose

io „„ "0" ring groove

X .•• Hydrogen supply

X .•„ segnet ooil

o „•. silics sloeve

H .„• Pyrex ion bottle

J .•• Secondary electron shield

X ••• H—F power coupling lesds

L ••. snooe
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Cambridge, Msseohusetts.
The oecillstor power supply and the probe power supply

are conventional power supplies. Their cirouits are shown
in Fig. 11 end Fig. 13 respetively. The power supplied to
the ion bottle by the probe power supply ls sppreximately
five wette. A one megehm bleeder reslstor has been placed
across the two 8 uf oondensers es a safety neesure.

The 100 megoycle osoillstor is the same ss that shown
by Monk, Reese, Gocdö. Figure le shows the oscillator
ciroult. The one m1er·mioro·fersd coupling condeneers
are 9/16 inch by 2 Z/8 inch brsss strips mounted next to
the 829 B tube. Capecitive coupllng is used to trsnsmit
r—f power from the oseilletor tank coll to the ion bottle.
The r·f electrodes are olipped to the osoillstor tank coll
approximately midwey between the center tep and the plate
electrodesö. Pieces of 1/2 inch round brass stock j/t of
an inch long were drilled to slip over the plate lesds of
the tube. The osoilletor tank coll was brazed to these
pieces which are necessary for cooling.

The supply of hydrcgen to the ion source is contro11·
ed by a plladium leak. A schemstic disgram of this device
is shown in Fig. 16. The wall thickness of the palladium p
thimble is 1/32 of an inch. The thlmble is four inches
long end has an outside dlemeter of 1/4 inch. The heet—
ing element ls made of #3ä nichreme wire. The incressed
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scluhility cf palladium for hydrogen upon heating is the
feature which prmits the flow of hydrogen to the ion
source to be accurately controlled. Variac control of
the current to the heater element controls the temperature
of the palladium thimble.

The container for the hydrogen supply is an "A"
cylinder which was made by the Ohio Chemical and hurgical
Equipment Company. It is a steel cylinder with a brass

fltting for a pressure guagc and copper tube leading to
the palladium lesk. The capacity of the bottle is
approxlmately one·half liter at standard temperature and
pressure. The pressure of the gas in the cylinder is
measured by an Ashoreft guage grndnated from zero to two
hundred pounds per cquare inch.

Considerahlc reduction in the amount of r—f power
required may he obtained with the use of a manetic field.
This saving in power ia usually lost to the magnetö.
There is less heat produced in the r—f coupling because
of the lower power level. Spass charge spreading is also
limited by the magnetlc fieldö. A coll of 10äO turns of
#21 enameled copper wire was wound on a brass epool. The
spool is threaded to part I of the ion source base. The

strength of the magnetic field ls appreximately two hun-
dred forty gauss. The nuber of turns in the coll should
be increased to provide a cptimum flux of e00~500 gauss.
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The difficulty in winding a compact, smooth coil of this
number of turns indicates that a commercial coil such as

a television focusing coll would be a good substitute.
Direct current for the magnet coil is provided by a

sclenium roctifier. It is a single—phase, fu1l—wave,

power rectifier with an output of 2.5 amperee at 20 volts.

Gurrent to the rectifier is provided by a step down trans-

former which was necessary to prevent the magnet from

overheating. The primary side of the transformer has 450

turns of #20 wire. The secondary has 110 turns of #16

wire. The output voltage of the transformer is 25 volts.

It is not shown in any of the photographs showing the

completed ion source. Figure 17 shows the magnet circuit
with transformer.

Probe voltage, magnetic field, and hydrogen flow may
be controlled by variac setting. Variac control of the
magnetic field has been by—passed since the strength of

the field is below optimum. With the installation of a

larger magnet variac control may be restored.
The three variacs are positionod by the rotation of

1/2 inch Lucite control rods. There is a ten to one re·

duction in rotation by the use of a worm and gear
arrangement between the control rods and the variacs.

Figure 18 shows the connection of the control rods to the

variacs with worm and gear. Powerstat Variable
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Transformer Type 10 variscs produced by the Superior

Electric Company of Bristol, Gonnectlcut were used. They
are 120 volt, 60 cycle, single phase. The oscillator
power supply is energizod by a mlcro~switch attached to
the vsriac controlling the magnetic field. This lncreases
the lifetime of the osclllator.

The spun aluminum electrodes of the Accelerator tube
have been arbltrarily numbered beginning with number one
at the high potential end of the accelorator tube. The
potential difference between the number two electrode and
the high potential electrode ls varied by a focusing
rheostst. The focusing electrode is attached to the num-
ber two electrode as shown in Fig. 19. The focuslng
rheostet ie made of Lucite and is connected directly to a
Lucite control rod. Figure 21 shows the rheostat and its
coupllng unit. The procleion rssistors were manufaotured
by the S. S. White Dental Manufacturing Company.

Faces for the various components of the ion source

are es followcz cscillator power supply 2 caps; probe
power supply 1 empa: palladlum loch 1/8 empa; selenium

rectifier 2 amps. A sohematic of the ion source circuit

ie shown in Fig. 22.
1
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Key to Figure 19

A ••• Part II, iem eource base
B .„• Part I, ien seuree baue
C ... Insulatiug ring ef eeeelereter tube
D .•• Alumiuu eleetrede of ueeelereter tube
E „., Fbcueing eleetrede

F „•• Push fit
G ••• "O" ring groeve
H .•• Aluminum eellur
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Key te Figure 21

A „.„ Electriaal Geaneetiehs
B ... Brass
G .„ Lucita Sheet
D ••• Lucite Rod
E „•• Steps
F ... B. S. White 50 mag, 5 kv resistars
G ... Gensaater te lueita drive shaft
H .„„ Sat sarew
I .„„ Brass seller for beardag aus slactrieal

eeuneetian
J ... Brass eallar
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OPERATION ’

The ion source may be operated by selsyn control in
the vioinity of the analysing magnet and at the main con·
trol station. The controls at the analyzing manet have
the advantage that the operator can see the effect of
adjustmant upon the beam. There are no scales associated
with the dials because of slippage, lost motion, and
friotion in the system. The controls for the ion source
are set according to number of revolutions and resistanoo
enoountered. A sample setting is es follows: Probe ~ 7
turne, Hydrogen · 1.2 turns. All controls are returned
to their zero position when the ion source is cut off.

when the ion source is operating properly, the dis-
charge will be pink. Ten to fifteen minutes of operation
must be allowed for cleaneup and outgassing. There is s
pronounoed color oange of pink to reddishepink when the
discharge becomes more rich in hydrogsn. An excess of
hydrogen will reduce the vaouum and beam current.

In order to keep the r~f power requirement low a
maximum magnetio field is desired around the ion bottle.
The field ia applied as soon as power is provided by the
alternatort The osoillator power supply is aotivated by
microswitch adjusment. After the beam has attained its
optimum value, it is fooused to minimum size with an



eceompanying iuereeee in intezneity before ehtering the
enelyzing magnet. Quartz viewing mirrews een be pleoed
in the beem beth before amd after the erxalyzimg magnet
for edjuetmeht ef the beem eize.
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PERFGRMAHCE

The maee one component of a total beem ourrent of

1.5 mioro•aaperee was found to be 0.1 mioro~amperoe with

the aid of the analyzing magnet. Some of the deoreaee in

inteneity may he attributed to the epread in energy of

the pertiolee. Maee two and three eomponente were not

detectedibeoauee of the email value of the beam current.

These values were ebtained Just prior to dieaoeembly of

the ion eouroe for oleanihg.

The ion bottle hae been removed from ite baee three

times for oleaning. Total operating time ef the ion

eource was approxdmately one thoueand hours.

An increase in eize ot the oanal diameter from 20

mile to #0 mile did not give a been ourrent auch greater

than two mioro·amperee; however, a deereaee in the

length of the camel did inoreaee the beam ourrent greatly.

Values of approaimately 150 m1ore·amperea have now beh

obeerved. The modified section of the ion source ia

Bhßwh in Fig. 23.
I
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SUMMARY

An r·f ion source has been ccnstrueted for the V.P•I«

eleetrcstetic generator. The ion source bes been in oper·

stion tor spprcximstely one thoussnd hours with en sverege

besm current ef one micre·smpere„ This been hse been

eufficient to test end oslibrste the sccelerstor.
Experiments which require been currents in the crder

of 100 micro·emperee een new be ccnducted with the ion

source opsrsting st its designed capacity.
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APPENDIX

Current Integrater

A The current befere and after been analysis uns

measures nit a neon glew tube type ef current integretor„

A öiagram ef the eireuit is shown in Fig. 27a. Charge

accumulates en the 150 m1ere~miere ferad eendenser until

the voltage is sufficient e fire the neon glew tube.
‘ current paesing thrcugh the ene megehm resieter preducee

a pulse which is registered en the eeuntr.
The integratr was ealibrated hy eennecting it in

series with a 135 velt battery, reeister, and Rubicen Box

Gelvenemeter (C)• Figure 27b ehews this arrangement.

Current te the g$1V§h0m¢t¢P was adjusted by varying he

velue of the reeistenee•




